turns to
iy-orchestrated passage re.
sembling rrrs opeoing piano solo.

This is a lengthy piece, almost
half an hour long, and gives a cUfigUS

impression. The joy of comp,
freedom is clear, but what it
another question. At any rate,
mance is lively and the reco

Cinclnnatl Symphony Orchestra; Erlch

Southwestern State University (Oklahoma)
Wind Symphony; Dr. James T. Jurrens, conductor.
Golden Crest ATH 5064, $7.98.

Itrnile the music composed for band and

'wind symphony by Claude T. Smith is
not shockingly original, it is certainly

well-crafted and wears its various influences lightly. Many passages in the Anthem, the Sym phony and the Ma rch are
rhythmically straightforward, song-like,

concise and jauntily optimistic,

and
their colorful orchestration makes espe.
cially melodic use of an expanded per.

cussion section, resulting in a sound
half way between Morton Gould and
Leroy Anderson,

Much of the more lnteresting

music is to be found in the two preludes
and the overture. The Jubilant Prelude,
despite its name, is notable for its wistOverture

essays a number of rhapsodic and martial variations of its theme, reminiscent
of William Schuman's works with similar
material, The Dance Prelude begins with
a smoky, $ubterranean bass claririet introduction and evolves into some of

Smith's characteristic fanfares

(there
are many throughout the dif ferent pieces)

and f inally an extroverted, Bernstein-ish
samba.
Though much of the music is rneIodically tame, it is never f laccid or

static, and elicits seme excellent play-

ing f rom the Southwestern State University Wlnd Symphony. The quality of the
perf ormances and the clear, close recording make this an attractive package

for anyone into the concert

band
*Langg

TCHAIKOVSKY: Capriccio ltalien, Op. 45.
RIMSKY.KORSAKOV= Caprlccio Espag.
fiol, Op. 34.

Boston Pops; Arthur Fledler, conductor.
Crystal Clear CCS.7003, (DD), $14.95.

felarc's album comes wrapped with a
paper tape-reminiscent of those used

in motel

bathrooms-\Marning of the
groove geometry of the cannon shots
and of the low frequency energy levels
"that are probably the highest ever cut
on disc." lnside the sleeve is a pink

sheet containinE further admonitions to
proceed with caution. lndeed, the groove
spacing and geometry, even to the na-

ked €ye, are the most startling that

I

have seen on a domestic disc. Heed the

,warnings and play the last inch of this
record at a low level first. Clearly the

cannon shots are the most dramatic

sounds yet captured on disc-so dramatic that my Grado Signature lll cartridge in a 1Omm diameter Ultracraft arm
consistently mistracked the groovesexpense is obviously not an infallible
measure of tracklng ability. However,

with the Shure V15 type lll in a Rabco
arm I could hear the last section of the
disc. The Shure cartridge in a 6mm Ultracraft arm also traverses the grooves with

relative ease.
The lower-middle and low-range
energy levels are absurd in relation to
the rest of the frequency range. The in.
stantaneous level lights on my Threshold amplif ier f lash on and off like sorne
demented early warning system. Clearly,
the cannon shots are the spectacular
sonic effects that they were intended to
be. However, the bells are not So suc.

cessful, sounding like a lot of large
saucepans banged by crazed cooks rattled out of their skulls by the gunshots.
There are too many bells pealing all ai
ence so that they seem a clangorous
carpet of sound rather than joyous individual peals.
There will be a probl€ffi, probably,
for most people playing this side of the
Telarc LP. lf the playback level is set
high enough to do iustice to tho f irst half

10

of the overture, then, even if most home
equipment can track the grooves or amplify the sound without clipping, many
listeners are going to have to jump up
and turn down the volume at the first
cannon shot.
Concerning the overall quality of
the record it is helpful to compare this
Capriccio with the Fiedler version. On

Psalms.

Kunzel, conductor.
Telarc DG-l0041, (D), $'17.98.

$FIITH l Overture on an Early American FolR
Hymn; Anthem for Winds and Percussfon;
Dance Prelude; Slrmphony No. 1 for Band;
March an an lrisfi Air; Jubilant Prolude.

literature.

of

TCHAIKOVSKY: 1812 Overture, Op. 49;
Capriccio ltallen, Op. 45; Mazeppa-Cos.
sack Dance.

cavernous than in the Sibelius.

ful middle section, while the

STRAVIIISKY: Symphony

See Bach.
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the Telarc disc, the opening brass fanfares do not have the bloom and grip
that they should nor, later, does the cymbal have all the sizzling richness that it
could. lnner detail is not as clear as it
could be, notably the second trombone
at measure 184, or the horns at measure
203. There is plenty of low and midfrequency energy, but the veiled quality
that I associate with the Telarc sound is
here evidenced by, for example, the lack

of real punch from the

trombones

throughout. The Cincinnati strings are
smooth enough but lacking in richness
of sound 'This
and Kunzel's conducting is unrecord is a spectacular
inspired.
technical achievement devoid of any sig-

nificant content. The sleeve wrongly

lists the Capriccio as Op. 49.
Fiedler's opening fanfare of the
Capriccio ltalien makes clear that this is

a totally different musical and acoustical experience. The resonant trombone
sound creates a sense of distance, and
there is a greater natural antiphonal effect in the opening wind ensernble. The
bass drum is as spectacular as on any
audiophile disc, but is always in proportion to the rest of the instruments-and
compare the raspy trornbones here to
those on the Telarc disc. There is a won-

derful sense of space, and the listener
really "hears" the Boston Symphony

TOMKIIIS: Music f ror, lsica Deosacra'.
Geoflrey Morgan, organ; Choir of Magdalen Colleg€, Oxlord, directed by Bernard Rose.
Argo ZRG-897, $8.98.

fnis is the third record I have encountered that has been offered as a selection of pieces f rom the posthumous publicat

ion (1 668) of sacred works

Thomas Tomkins

by

572-1656). An earlier
one (Argo ZRG-5249, now apparently discontinued) was also put together by
(1

Rose and his Magdalen College forces.
And, before that, there was a collection

issued (Expdriences Anonymes EA-0027)
and reissued also for a while by Musical
Heritage Society (MHS-687). These two,
like this new album, gave a balanced
sampling of both verse anthems and f ull

anthems; the earlier Flose release includes more of the functional liturgical
music (Besponses, a Psalm, and two

parts of a Service) while the Stevens collection includes anthems with the richer
dimension of viols added. All three programs interspersed the choral pieces

with a few of Tomkins' organ

pieces.

There are no duplications or repetitions

between the two Rose programs, and
while the Stevens album does duplicate
two items from each of the two Rose releases, these records are really more
complementary than competitive, each
or all of them presenting us with a good
impression of Tomkins as a church composer.

ln that realm he impresses mighti-

ly and warrants a higher standing than
he has sometimes been given. Tomkins
was one of those "Elizabethans" whose
soul was in the late Tudor age, but
whose career extended long into the
Stuart age-in his case, far too long; for
he became
'earlieran anachronistic throwback

to an

period and idiorn, and he
survived to see the destructlcn of the
monarchy and the high church that he.
and his elder colleagues had so long

Hall. Producer Ed Wodenjak and recording engineer Bert Whyte have produced
one of the more sonically successful of

served. lf some of his last instrumental
works convey the personal tragedy of

recent audiophile discs; successful, tlrat
is, from the point of view of its naturalism. Fiedler leads an excellent, sensitive

reflects rather the nobility and beauty
that English church nrusic had achieved
bef ore its destruction by the Pu ritan
Commonwealth, One never rcnses the
mystic passion that the Catholic Byrd
achieved, but Tomkins comes close in
the craftsrnanship and the sonority he
could offer, and his collection belongs
with the publications by Byrd as monurnents to what may be called Tudor/

performance that swings along in a
most captivating way. But Nemesis, that

goddess of retribution, dogs Crystal
Clear again in the weakness of the
printed material: an unaccredited puff
piece on the direct-to-disc recording and

on the Symphony Hall, but not a word
about the rnusic.
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Payne

such a displacement, his church music

Stuart Henaissance

s

cl rnusic.
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